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APPENDIX H:
CCO / CDO FACILITATION
KEY MESSAGE
The European CCO / CDO Task Force believes that CCO and, in particular CDO, can be facilitated through
the provision of DTG, appropriate airspace design and the use of ATCO support tools.
The Task Force also promotes the provision of maximum flexibility to Flight Crews to manage their
flight path, which will give them the opportunity to reduce their fuel burn. Arrivals should not be routinely forced to descend early in order to be below departures, as is often the case in current operations.
For optimised CCO / CDO from the fuel burn perspective, the European CCO / CDO Task Force would like
to pass the following messages that support CCO / CDO facilitation, based upon detailed analyses that
their members have undertaken:
n
n

n

n

n

Arrivals should be kept above departures wherever possible;
For certain aircraft types, a level-off in the climb may result in a lower fuel penalty than the same
distance level-off in the descent – in such cases, from the fuel burn perspective, CDO could be prioritised over CCO;
For departures, a track extension should mostly be avoided as all track extensions add on cruise FL
kg per nm;
If there is a choice between a track extension to facilitate CCO or a level-off without a track extension for a departure, a level-off may save more fuel than the CCO; and,
At the strategic level (airspace design) and in tactical situations, more fuel may be saved by levelling
off departures as opposed to arrivals.

Priorities for facilitating CCO and CDO include:
n
n
n
n
n
n

Predictability;
Closed flight path (distance to go);
Timely descent clearance;
Good ATC-Flight Crew coordination;
Aircraft energy management (FMS or Flight Crew); and,
Wind & temperature prediction.

In order to improve predictability and optimise the descent profile, published descent procedures should be very close
to what is actually flown and should be followed by both ATCOs and Flight Crews. They should also not be cancelled on a
regular basis.
While this can be easily achieved outside peak hours, for optimum traffic handling in busy periods at high-capacity airports,
ATCOs may need to use tactical intervention, e.g. vectoring and / or speed control. These tactical interventions reduce the
desired predictability that Flight Crews need to maintain the optimum descent profile. Early sequencing of aircraft can assist
in increasing both the frequency and duration of CDO performed, especially in periods of high traffic density, by reducing
the number of tactical interventions.
Implementation of advanced ATM tools for separation (like the examples shown below), sequencing and metering should
further improve CDO facilitation. The frequent and continuous use of Controller tools - such as arrival management tools - is
highly recommended.
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Closed STARs offer sufficient predictability to fly an optimum descent profile; where Open STARs are implemented, or
vectoring is used to tactically control traffic flows, they should be facilitated by the reliable provision of DTG to ensure
predictability.
Any lateral, vertical or speed change after the descent has been initiated will result in the aircraft deviating from its computed optimal descent path. Shortcuts, speed reductions, higher tailwinds or intermediate altitude restrictions will leave
the aircraft in a high-energy situation. On the contrary, extending the distance to be flown, requiring high rates of descent,
higher headwinds or higher speed requirements, will create the need to use extra thrust at non-optimal altitudes and may
result in inefficient intermediate level segments or even more inefficient low-rate descents.
ATC system support should provide the necessary functionalities in coordination and transfer systems to relay the necessary
information related to optimising the descent profile to the Controller in charge before the Top of Descent.

H1: Facilitate the provision of track miles / DTG
Where Open STARs are implemented, vectoring or speed instructions should give the Flight Crew predictability, wherever
possible, via the facilitation of DTG to the crews. This can be achieved by the use of support tools such as PMS, AMAN, XMAN
(provided any speed constraints are known before the ToD), T-bar or RNAV waypoints used as reference waypoints tactically
on final approach.
Should tactical changes be required by ATC, the provision of regular and accurate DTG information from ATC to the Flight
Crew is essential in allowing the Flight Crew to optimise the descent profile.
CDO enhancement tool: T-bar and MergeStrip (HungaroControl)
Before the introduction of STARs in 2005, the main method for the management of arrivals at LHBP (Budapest Airport) was
vectoring. Vectoring proved to be very effective when it came to delivering final spacing and separation but quite ineffective with regard for optimising flight efficiency. ATCOs tried to give track mile information on request to Flight Crews but the
value of the expected miles to fly was only a rough estimation.
In 2005, HungaroControl introduced RNAV STARs to all runways. This proved to be effective in managing higher levels of
traffic, but direct routings to interim points of the procedure sometimes caused problems for the Flight Crews since they
did not know what to expect after the specific waypoint. Should they continue on the arrival procedure or make a base turn
to the final? The difference could be 20-25 miles, which can produce enormous miscalculations when conducting a CDO.
Analysis was made and showed that vectoring without track mile information is the biggest showstopper for the optimisation of CDO. The solution was to design and introduce so-called T-bar procedures to all runways (see figure 32).
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Figure 32: T-bars at LHBP

In high level traffic density situations ATCOs still use the long STARs and tromboning but in low and medium traffic most
(if not all) aircraft are coordinated and sent from approximately 150-200nm from the airport to the appropriate IAF points
(RESDI, DIVOX and VAGAT for example). The Flight Crew immediately (before reaching the ToD) know the exact routing that
must be flown to touchdown, so effective CDO is made possible.
However, for sequencing reasons, highly sophisticated speed control is required for T-bar operations, which is very demanding for the ATCOs so HungaroControl developed a concept and a software, the so-called CDO-enhancement tool
called MergeStrip. MergeStrip is not an AMAN but a tool dedicated to help with speed control and sequencing of the arrival
aircraft.
The software is a dynamic spacing tool, which always calculates the shortest possible route to the IAF of the T-bar procedure
from any direction and helps the ATCO to apply the necessary speed control and issue shortcuts as soon as possible and
brings a new way of representation of the current traffic situation both horizontally and vertically.
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THE MERGESTRIP – A HUNGAROCONTROL SOLUTION

Figure 33: screenshot of T-bar and MergeStrip at LHBP with two aircraft in conflict

In Figure 33 it can clearly be seen that RYR6AR and WZZ164 are both flying to the T-bar points but they are conflicting
(in spite of arriving from different sectors) so speed control is advised:

Figure 34: screenshot of T-bar and MergeStrip at LHBP with conflict resolved by speed control enabling CDO

After the speed control the software shows that the conflict is dissolved and all aircraft are able to fly via the shortest
possible route conducting a CDO – see Figure 34.
The software does not give any speed control advisory but represents the current traffic situation in a new form, the
speed control and / or vectoring is still the responsibility of the ATCO. Therefore, a certain level of experience is required
but the ATCOs can monitor the real time effects of their actions and can make further adjustments if needed. Meanwhile
the Flight Crew are always aware of the exact (closed) path to be flown and (even under speed control) can achieve a
CDO.
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DTG – THE BULATSA SOLUTION
In another example, RNAV procedures were introduced at LBSF (Sofia Airport, Bulgaria) in 2016. Previously, the main
method for managing the arriving traffic was radar vectoring. When ATCOs tried to provide DTG information to the
threshold, the ATCOs found that in some situations it was difficult to calculate precisely the value. In order to facilitate
the provision of DTG, BULATSA introduced automatic calculation of DTG in its radar system. The functionality was
based on the aircraft trajectory extracted from the flight plan and updated according to the intention of the ATCO.
Whenever the trajectory of the aircraft needs to be changed, the ATCO draws a new trajectory on the screen. The DTG
appears as a small number close to the symbol of the aircraft and is updated after any trajectory update.

Figure 35: Screen shot of Bulatsa radar system at Sofia airport showing automatic calculation of DTG

H2: Speed and energy management
One of the main parameters that affect the descent profile and corresponding fuel burn is the speed at which the descent
is carried out. Fuel consumption per mile is lower at higher altitudes, which is why aircraft want to cruise at higher levels. In
an ideal world, aircraft should stay at the cruising level until the ToD point where they can begin their descent in idle thrust.
From the moment the idle thrust descent starts, the aircraft trades potential energy for kinetic energy, descending in what
is basically a ‘free ride’ from the fuel burn point of view.
Leaving the cruise FL before ToD means that the descent will have to include one or more segments where the engine is
not on idle thrust. These can be level segments or segments where the descent is continuous but at a lower rate than at idle
thrust. Regardless of where the descent starts, during the descent the fuel consumption per minute is lower than at cruise,
because the aircraft is ‘going downhill’.
The fuel burn is minimised only when the CI is set to zero (maximum range speed); the higher the CI, the later the descent
starts and the faster the descent speed will need to be (because the aircraft goes ‘downhill’ more steeply). When the descent
starts too early, the overall fuel consumption is always larger if the descent speed that was originally calculated is maintained.
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Leaving the cruise FL after ToD means that the cruise phase, in which the engine is not on idle thrust, has been unnecessarily
long. The descent speed will need to be faster than planned, and the descent angle will need to be steeper. In some cases,
the aircraft will have to apply drag (airbrakes, early flap extension or even early landing gear extension) to lose the excess
energy, which will have an even higher penalty in terms of fuel burn. In extreme cases, the flight path will need to be extended in order to give the aircraft sufficient miles to descend.
Descents are normally performed in three phases on a constant Indicated Air Speed (IAS) / Mach descent speed schedule:
n
n
n

Constant Mach number is maintained until the crossover altitude;
Constant indicated air speed is maintained until approaching 10,000ft; and then,
250kts IAS is maintained below FL100, until the aircraft decelerates for landing.

The distance travelled in nautical miles and the indicated speed at which the descent is performed above 10,000ft depend
on several factors, but the two main ones are selected cost index and the weight of the aircraft. The same aircraft may fly the
same approach with different speeds, depending on these two factors.
The FMS or the Flight Crew calculates what the optimal descent speed based on CI and weight would be. Therefore, the
descent speed and associated trajectory depend on airline policy and its cost index, aircraft type, meteorological conditions,
weight, etc.
The difference between low and high CI scenarios (i.e. between CI1 and CI150 in an Airbus aircraft) may result in speeds
between approximately 250-340kts. The difference in fuel consumption between the two scenarios could result in fuel burn
differences of up to approximately 75-80kg, together with three minutes’ longer flying time for a single aisle aircraft.
In today’s environment, most aircraft fly at a low CI, which means that in busy airspace the three minutes time savings from
the higher CI in the descent phase are often not actually made. This is because, any aircraft flying with a higher-CI may be
asked to reduce speed in order to make it fit into the flow of slower flying aircraft.
In current operations, the intended descent speed is not communicated by the airspace user to the ground in the ATC flight
plan. Therefore, the amount of energy that needs to be dissipated is not known by the ATCO.
Furthermore, in high traffic periods, tactical intervention from ATC might be needed to accommodate the flow of arriving
aircraft with different descent and approach speeds. When speed constraints are known to the Flight Crew before starting
the descent, the ToD can be adjusted accordingly, so that the CI is superseded by this new descent speed and the fuel burn
can be minimised within that constraint.
After the descent has started, an ATC instruction to reduce speed will cause the aircraft to be above profile, and an instruction to increase speed will cause the aircraft to be below profile. In a similar way, ATC instructions to reduce / increase the
vertical speed will leave the aircraft above / below the optimum path.
In closed-path STARs, any tactical small speed adjustments should only be considered, preferably over vectoring off the procedure, as predictable DTG is still accurate and the excess/lack of energy that the speed adjustment creates is manageable
by the crew. Speed control is most effective when a small correction is made early on in a procedure and given time to take
effect, or, when speeds are a part of the procedure.
As explained in Appendix F, the Tailored Arrival concept with speed control should be used to adjust the timing and descent
profile of the aircraft, allowing for the completion of the clearance, as this enables the aircraft’s automation to make its own
calculations. This provides:
n
n
n

The highest level of predictability for ATC;
Fuel savings for the airlines; and,
Noise and emissions reductions for surrounding communities.
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One area of good practice to be used in optimising CDO performance would be a harmonised descent speed in the AIP.
In practice, a harmonised descent speed calculated to fit the preferred descent speed of the traffic mix without forcing a
fraction of the flights to fly below CI0 (typically approximately 250kts after cross-over) could be a better option because it
would allow the Flight Crew to factor it into their descent planning. With prior planning, speed control can be factored in by
the Flight Crew and accomplished without the use of drag or level flight.
Specific speed restrictions, often used to maintain separation between succeeding aircraft, may be required to allow CDO
from cruising levels in high traffic density areas. In setting any permanent speed restrictions, the distance to the runway
along the theoretical flight path should be taken into account.
Speed constraints reduce the flexibility of the CDO but can aid optimum traffic sequencing, and so less tactical ATCO intervention. Aircraft / FMS-specific limitations should also be taken into account. Proposed permanent speed restrictions need
to be coordinated between all stakeholders prior to finalising them.
In general, speeds from higher levels should not be less than 280–290kts IAS. An example chart notation could be “… maintain 280kts IAS until leaving 10,000ft AMSL”. Flight Crews would be expected to programme their FMS to pick up the speed
schedule of 280kts as the aircraft descends from the Mach regime.
Even though the planned speed control might not coincide with the most economical descent speed of all aircraft, it may
be seen as the best compromise between capacity constraints and CDO facilitation.
ATCOs should not change speed constraints given to aircraft unless they are required tactically. In low traffic situations, cancelling speed constraints in a timely manner may allow the Flight Crew to fly the most optimum descent speed. It should
be noted however that after the cancellation of speed constraints, this may require the Flight Crew not only to change the
selected speed but also to program a new speed into the FMS, as only with the programmed speed will the FMS be able to
calculate the optimal flight path.
Another consideration should be that, when implementing new airspace designs or procedures, it might be prudent for
ATCOs not to cancel non-optimum speed constraints, even if the traffic situation allows. This is because flying the full procedure, including any related speed constraints, will be beneficial as a training drill for both Flight Crews and ATCOs while ensuring situational awareness of the new procedures. Once the new design / procedures are fully implemented, the non-optimum speed constraints may be relaxed in low traffic periods where the situation allows.
Any further ATCO tactical intervention could use the rules of thumb such as, for a descending aircraft, a speed reduction of
10kts will give a fuel saving of 10kg (1kg/kt) and a longer flight time of 30 seconds. Therefore, to go from an average speed
of 280kts to 270kts during descent saves 10kg fuel (32 kg CO2) and adds 30 seconds of flight time. Likewise, accelerating a
climbing aircraft will reduce the rate of climb, which could otherwise have been used for vertical separation purposes. Later
resumption of normal speed will minimise the impact on fuel burn.
From a system support point of view, the downlink of the managed descent speed to ATCOs could lead to a better predicted
speed that could be incorporated in any sequencing tool – like AMAN - and would help the ATCO to identify the optimum
ToD of each aircraft.
When possible, the maximum of flexibility should be given to the Flight Crew to manage their aircraft in order to give them
the opportunity to optimise the fuel consumption. Furthermore, should “descend when ready…” instructions be given by
ATC, they should not be followed up by “increase rate by XXft/min” i.e. the Flight Crew should be left to optimise their profile
where possible.
The discussions in this appendix highlight some of the challenges from the ATC side in understanding the energy situation
in the cockpit and the impact that ATC clearances may have upon Flight Crew workload and the implications for the Flight
Crew in maintaining the optimal climb and descent profiles. These factors provided the impetus for the European CCO /
CDO Task Force to develop training material for ATCOs relating to aircraft energy management – see Appendix I.
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H3: Horizontal versus Vertical CCO / CDO facilitation
When ATCOs are faced with the decision of how to separate climbing / descending traffic, via level-offs or track extensions,
there are different solutions depending on the individual circumstances and local conditions.
One method of tactical intervention may be instructions to provide vertical separation or horizontal separation by using
either shortcuts (“direct to” instructions) or track extensions. While shortcuts without any level-offs may be considered the
most efficient intervention, if a shortcut to a climbing aircraft or a track extension to a descending aircraft does not solve
the conflict as the ATCO does not anticipate the conflict in advance, then it is likely that both aircraft in the conflict situation
may have to be levelled off,. That would be the worst-case scenario, as both horizontal and vertical penalties apply. This
could be worsened by the fact that most pilots on the descent would then cut speed during the level-off to dissipate energy,
increasing it back when re-cleared to descend. That reduction in speed would make the conflict last for a longer duration.
On the contrary, the climbing crew might, if conditions allow, maintain thrust and increase speed during the level-off, minimising the time of crossing and the fuel penalty, as the energy can be converted into higher rate of climb once re-cleared.
For the descent phase, extra track miles might not mean a level segment, as the crew can adjust the vertical speed. Therefore, unless the track extension is too long, it is difficult to assess what the extension means in terms of fuel. Idle descents are
normally (as a rule of thumb) flown with a vertical speed of between 1,500-2,000ft/min, so if a track extension is required for
a descending aircraft, the crew might select a lower rate of descent of at least 500ft/min during the descent.
If separation needs to be provided between an arrival and a departure, it may be more efficient to provide horizontal separation between them by extending the path of one of them.
Deviating an aircraft to achieve lateral separation of 5nm (en-route) or 3nm (TMAs) rarely adds more than 20 seconds to the
flight time, and this is often more efficient than providing vertical separation through level-offs. Longer path extensions,
however, of more than 30-45 seconds for instance, would likely generate more fuel burn than the fuel savings derived from
CCO or CDO.
When achieving horizontal separation is either not possible or would require path extensions longer than 30-45 seconds, it
could actually be more efficient to clear both aircraft to level off briefly (the arrival above the departure) until they are clear
of each other. The level-off clearances should be calculated in order to minimise the length of the level segments.
The work of the European CCO / CDO Task Force, particularly in analysing fuel burn data in different operational situations,
has revealed several interesting sets of information. The Task Force would like to introduce some of these ideas into the
Action Plan. The Task Force does not wish to make any recommendations on how the outcomes of the analyses should influence ATC CONOPS or aircraft operator instructions in the OM. However, the Task Force would like to illustrate these findings
to stimulate future discussions.
It is important to note that these findings have been calculated using actual operator data as opposed to assumptions on
fuel flow rates.
Prioritisation of a descending aircraft over a climbing aircraft:
When an ATCO is faced with a decision concerning a potential conflict between a climbing and a descending aircraft where
a level-off should occur, multiple factors (aircraft types, traffic flow situation etc.) come into play, as a ’one size fits all’ solution
is not available.
When asked whether ATC should prioritise either the flight profile of a climbing aircraft or a descending aircraft as a tactical
option in a one for one comparison, Flight Crew will almost unilaterally respond that the climbing aircraft should always be
prioritised as it is heavier and therefore has a higher fuel burn and therefore, CO2 emissions. Current practices reinforce this
thinking.
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Analysis by Task Force members however has revealed that it is actually the fuel burn differential between optimum and
sub-optimum flight levels for heavier and lighter aircraft, that is the most important factor to take into consideration. Take
for example an A340 as can be seen in Figure 36.

Figure 36: Highlighting inverse Specific Range differential at cruise / low level FLs for a heavier (departure) and lighter (arrival) A340

In this example, it can be seen that the inverse Specific Range24 differential between the cruising level (FL350) and an
intermediate lower level (in this case, FL100) for a heavier aircraft (in climb) is smaller than for the same aircraft when
it is lighter (in descent).
Therefore, initial analysis shows that prioritising a descending aircraft over a climbing aircraft may actually save overall fuel as
the higher penalty (in inverse Specific Range differential) for a level segment is avoided.
A difference of 0.46kg/nm may not sound like a lot but if the arrival was levelled-off for five minutes to allow the departure
to climb, this would actually result in additional fuel burn of approximately 15kg fuel (assuming 6nm / minute). The same
can be seen for an A320, see Figure 37.

Figure 37: Highlighting inverse Specific Range differential at cruise / low level FLs for a heavier (departure) and lighter (arrival) A320

24- Specific Range is the amount of distance flown by a unit of fuel burn. The inverse of this value (kg/nm) is used to check how much fuel is burned per extra nautical
mile or level segment distance. Specific Range is used so that the variable of speed does not complicate the scenario.
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In this example the inverse Specific Range differential may be only 0.33kg/nm but again, if the arrival was levelled off for
five minutes to allow the departure to climb, this would actually result in additional fuel burn of approximately 10kg fuel
(assuming 6nm / minute).
Note: In these examples, the Specific Range is used to highlight different fuel burn differentials as the fuel flow figures are sourced
from different performance tables: the long range cruise fuel tables for FLs up to FL240, and M0.78 / M0.82 fuel burn tables (nominal A320 and A340 cruising speeds respectively) for FLs above FL290. When comparing fuel burn above FL290, fuel flow figures (in
kg/hr/engine) may be used. It should be noted that in general, fuel flow figures show higher fuel burn levels than with the Specific
Range.
It should be reiterated that the objective of this analysis is not to make recommendations for ATC CONOPS or a proposal for
updating aircraft operator instructions in the OM. The objective is to encourage debate, further analysis and understanding
of the factors that may influence the optimisation of fuel burn in climb and descent.

Initial analysis shows that taking into account certain factors such as aircraft type, speed, weight, cost index and
level segment altitude, for some aircraft types, prioritising a CDO over a CCO may provide more fuel savings than
prioritising a CCO over a CDO.
What is certain is that it is not the aircraft weight (and therefore, fuel flow rate) that should be the primary
factor in determining which aircraft should be prioritised in a CCO versus CDO situation.
It is recommended that a more complete analysis be undertaken to see whether such a trend may be found for more
aircraft types.

When the level-offs are needed below FL100 for departures, and FL70 for arrivals, then there is an added complexity with
noise impacts. In this case, a level-off on a descending aircraft that leaves the arrival above profile will have a greater negative effect on noise, because it may lead to the deployment of airbrakes or early flap or landing gear extension. On the other
hand, forcing the arrival to descend earlier so it will be below the departure means the arrival will be lower for a longer time,
thereby also increasing the noise.
Prioritisation of an optimised climb profile / track extension over a level-off:
If a question were to be asked to both ATCOs and Flight Crew whether they would prefer a track extension for a departure
to facilitate a perfect CCO compared to a level-off (and therefore no CCO), with no track extension, the vast majority would
likely answer in the affirmative. Flight Crews desire to fly the optimal climb profile whilst ATCOs are taught to enable CCO
whenever it is possible.
However, when looking only at fuel burn considerations, one point should always be understood:
“If you add a track extension, the additional track distance will be always be flown at the cruising level fuel flow rate”.
This is because regardless of the track extension, the time spent ‘climbing’ will be approximately the same in both scenarios
regardless of how long the track extension is or the duration of any intermediate level segments. Therefore, any track extension will result in additional fuel burn at the cruising level fuel flow rate.
Calculations may help to demonstrate this point. Looking at one example, Table 12 shows fuel penalties (in kg/nm) for level
segments at different flight levels for a medium-sized jet aircraft, commonly flown in Europe, at nominal weights.
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Table 12: Fuel flow rates for cruise at different flight levels for a medium-sized jet aircraft, commonly flown in Europe

The figure 5.93 in Table 12 refers to the fuel burn penalty in kg/nm for a 1nm level-off at FL330, i.e. the fuel flow rate when
cruising at FL330. Therefore, if a departing aircraft has a track extension of 1nm in the climb (to facilitate CCO); this will result
in an additional fuel flow of 5.93kg.
The other boxes in orange indicate the additional fuel flow of a level segment at lower levels compared to the fuel flow at
FL330 e.g. at FL190 the fuel flow is 8.23kg/nm, a difference from 5.93kg of 2.3kg.
Therefore, if an aircraft is levels off for 1nm at 5000ft instead of flying a CCO, the additional fuel burn for that 1nm level-off
will be the difference in fuel flow between 9.57kg/nm and 5.93kg/nm i.e. only 3.64kg. Therefore, a 1nm level-off in the climb
with no CCO and no track extension, may actually result in less fuel burn than a perfect CCO and a 1nm track extension. This
is the same regardless of aircraft type. This can be visualised in the following examples.

Figure 38: Demonstration of the fuel burn implications of a 10nm track extension to facilitate a CCO
for a specific medium-sized jet aircraft, commonly flown in Europe
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Figure 39: Demonstration of the fuel burn implications of a 10nm level-off at FL120 and no track extension
for a specific medium-sized jet aircraft, commonly flown in Europe

In the examples shown in Figure 38 and Figure 39, the length of the optimal climb phase is 100nm with 80nm for an optimal
descent phase. The direct distance to be flown in the cruise phase would therefore be 200nm.
Taking into account the data in Table 12, Figure 38 shows that the 10nm track extension facilitates a perfect CCO but results
in 10nm of fuel burn to be added to the cruise phase, or 59.3kg fuel. This results in a total fuel burn for that flight of 200*5.93
+ 10*5.93 + X + Y, a total of 1245.3kg fuel (+X and Y).
In Figure 39 however, although the climb phase is extended by 10nm, the fuel burn for the actual climb remains as X with an
additional 10nm of level flight flown at the higher rate of 8.23kg/nm because of the level-off at FL120. Because 10nm of the
cruise phase is flown at a sub-optimal level (FL120), the cruise distance at the cruising level is therefore reduced to 190nm.
This results in a total fuel burn for the flight of 190*5.93 + X +10*8.23 + Y, a total of 1209kg fuel (+ X and Y). For heavier aircraft
e.g. B744, the fuel savings in exactly the same scenario would be 156kg fuel.
Therefore, if there is a choice between a track extension to facilitate CCO or a level-off without a track extension, even for a heavy
aircraft a level-off may save more fuel than the CCO.
In the examples demonstrated above (based on the figures detailed in Table 12), the fuel burn for a 1nm track extension
(5.93kg) to enable a perfect CCO is ~equivalent to a 12nm level-off at FL260 (0.49*12 = 5.88kg fuel) whilst a 1nm track extension (5.93kg) is ~equivalent to a 1.5nm level-off at 5000ft (3.64*1.5= 5.46kg fuel).
The situation may however be further complicated. Tactical interventions are not however, simple fuel calculations, as ATCO
track extensions are more likely to be subtle 5 or 10° turns.
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Figure 40: track mile extensions for approximate 10, 15 and 20° tactical vectors

In such circumstances, Figure 40 shows that a 15° tactical vector for 20nm would result in a track extension of 1.8nm. For the
aircraft types (medium / B744) in the previous examples this would be an additional 11 / 42kg fuel to enable a CCO respectively. For both these examples, this would result in more fuel burn than a 2nm level-off at 5000ft or a 5nm level-off at FL120.
It should be noted that these calculations are derived using complex data and tools that are not currently available to ATCOs for
complicated calculations, especially in high-workload tactical situations.
CCO and CDO facilitation through horizontal and vertical optimisation is a complex subject with many interdependencies.
For example, in a TMA environment, climb, and track extension may be preferred over level-off, to expedite traffic outside
of the TMA environment in to freer airspace where better tactical handling of the flights can be made. In this case, the
increased fuel burn may be offset by enabling the possibility to climb, resulting in a reduction in noise exposure on the
ground due to the continuous climb.
Taking all this into account, there are a number of high-level principles that should be understood:

Bearing in mind ATC CONOPS, airspace and procedure design principles and understanding of ATCO / Flight Crew
behaviour, from a purely fuel burn and emissions reduction perspective, especially for departures, a track extension
should be avoided where possible as all track extensions add on cruise FL kg of fuel burn per nm.
If there is a choice between a track extension to facilitate CCO or a level-off without a track extension for a departure,
a level-off, and therefore non-CCO, may actually save more fuel than the CCO, of course depending upon aircraft type,
weights and local conditions.

Arrivals above departures:
It is common across Europe to see procedures that routinely force arrivals to descend early so that they are well below departures. This is a useful technique to achieve strategic separation of traffic flows that may be necessary in busy airspace,
but it may result in arrivals flying a non-optimal descent profile. The Task Force agrees that currently, there is insufficient
awareness that early descent causes extra fuel burn and that it would be better to give Flight Crew, conditional descent
instructions.
The SESAR ODP demonstration looked into the interdependencies between arrivals and departures and concluded that a
very simple rule should be applied: arrivals should be kept as high as possible.
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THE ‘ARRIVALS ABOVE DEPARTURES’ PRINCIPLE
If an arrival flight and a departure flight are crossing, it is not efficient to force the arrival to descend early in order to be
below the departure when they cross. Instead, it is more efficient in terms of fuel to level-off the arrival flight in order
for it to stay high above the departure. Consequently, arrivals should not be routinely forced to descend early in order
to be below departures, as is often the case in current operations. The reason for this is twofold. On the one hand, an
early descent makes aircraft burn extra fuel, and therefore staying high saves fuel. On the other hand, the differential
between the fuel flow at optimal and sub-optimal levels is higher for lighter aircraft (i.e. arrivals) than for a heavier
aircraft of the same type, therefore the fuel burn penalty for a level-off in descent is higher than the same penalty in
the climb. In addition, the intermediate level that the departure and the arrival flights should be cleared to should be
calculated so that the time of level-off is as short as possible.

Figure 41: Arrivals above departures principle
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Keeping arrivals high is in general more challenging from both an ATC perspective and a flight crew perspective: when aircraft are lower, ATC has more flexibility to handle the aircraft in terms of speed reduction or path shortening, because they
have already lost a large part of their energy. In contrast, an arrival aircraft that is high needs to lose energy in sufficient time
to fly at a stabilised speed and may not be able to reduce speed or accept a direct routing as readily as it would do if it were
lower. This principle should therefore be applied with common sense: arrival aircraft should not be routinely forced
to descend early in order to avoid a level-off above a departure at all costs, but they should not be forced to stay
higher than their FMS optimum profile either.
Conclusions:
This section highlights a number of scenarios that the Task Force and SESAR have analysed with actual fuel burn data.
Whilst the decision to optimise CCO versus CDO or HFE versus VFE should be determined at the local level, the Task Force
concludes that consideration of the following messages should be passed in the Action Plan:
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Arrivals should be kept above departures wherever possible;
For certain aircraft types, a level-off in the climb may result in a lower fuel penalty than the same distance level-off in the
descent – in such cases, from a fuel burn perspective, CDO could be prioritised over CCO;
For departures, a track extension should mostly be avoided as all track extensions add on cruise FL kg per nm;
If there is a choice between a track extension to facilitate CCO or a level-off (non-CCO) without a track extension for a
departure, a level-off may save more fuel than the CCO; and,
At the strategic level (airspace design) and in tactical situations, more fuel may be saved by levelling off departures as
opposed to arrivals.

As detailed at the beginning of this section, the aim of disseminating these messages is not to recommend specific stakeholder actions. However, this information is shared with the objective to stimulate new discussions on how the understanding of fuel flows under different circumstances may actually lead to new ways of operating that could reduce fuel burn.

